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Eos consulting spa is a multidisciplinary Advisory and consulting company. It is an 
international company with six locations worldwide, two Italian (Rome and Milan) and 
four EMEA (London, skopje, Dubai, Riyadh). Eos consulting provides, as needed, the role 
of Development Manager, construction Manager, Project controller, Project Monitoring, 
Technical Advisor and Independent Expert. 

It’s “on the side of the Project”, protecting consumer interests, analyzing and monitoring 
their value and their development both in the preliminary phase and during the entire 
period. Through the analysis, research, contamination and development process, Eos 
consulting studies and learns new ways and working patterns to re-innovate and trigger 
mechanisms of change, flexibility and adaptation to new business needs. 

The value, the preparation and professionalism of its team, the daily collaboration and 
the sharing of skills, makes Eos consulting a promoter of innovation and change, and 
makes it able to create integrated solutions that contribute to the construction of an 
ever-increasing sustainable future.

EOS
the value of idea

Overview
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Structure
Team and Experts | Services and Sectors



Team and Experts
EOS is an international organization,
with 6 locations worldwide, 2 in Italy and 4 in EMEA region (Rome and Milan, London, 
Skopje, Dubai, Riyhad), can respond efficiently to a request for personalized service, 
offering increasingly customized services which match with the specific knowledge of 
the territory and the legislation that regulates.

EOS is a highly-competent HUB, 
thanks to the continuous sharing and exchanging amongst the Team members creates 
the optimal conditions for the realization of ideas and projects. This is also made possible 
due to Eos’ constant pursuit of growth. Eos implements expertise, specialization and 
know-how in order to become more efficient, high-performing and professional.

Eos is a fluid structure,
in this way can build specific [team] in order to target the development of responses in 
the relevant areas of interest of the project, responses resulted from complex solutions 
created by integrated design systems.
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[experts] 
The experts involved in the projects complement each time the team. They have the expertise 
and know-how to comply the project requirements. 

Eos, in the different sectors (Real Estate, Energy, Project Financing and Facilitation), offers 
a complete technical consulting service as well as a constant supervision of the project, 
from the feasibility analysis to the expected timeframe, with the goal of guaranteeing the 
project’s correct execution with respect to the expected time, cost and performance. The total 
supervision and prior knowledge about the project’s successive realization phases permit 
EOS to offer a complete, synergic and increasingly-efficient service, earning a positioning in 
the market as a reference for the sector.
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sectors and services
The Technical Advisory activity is Eos’ core business. It is concretized with the in-depth 
analyses of a Project’s at-risk profiles. The objective of these analyses is to oversee and 
mitigate the profiles by determining the best measures to be adopted in the initiative’s 
projection, construction and management phases and in the continuous supervision 
of the construction phases. Therefore, Eos offers technical services that support the 
projects with the aim of making them bankable and sustainable.

Skills
•	 Professionalism
•	 Previous experience acquired on-site and developed with consulting 

activities
•	 Multidisciplinary
•	  Constructive discussions with the counterparts
•	 Independence
•	 Periodicity and timeliness of control
•	  Global analyses and management of the asset
•	 Sharing of solutions
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[sectors] 

Real Estate
Arts and culture
Education
Commercial and Civic Offices
Residential and Hotels
sports and Events

Infrastructure
Health and osR construction
Roads, Highways & Galleries
car park
Railways and stations
Ports and Marine
sewage system
Landfills and waste treatment system

Energy
Bioenergy
Energy from waste and biomass
Energy storage
Geothermal energy
solar power
Wind power generation
Energy Efficient
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[services] 
Real Estate and Infrastructure
Real Estate Services

Eos consulting guarantees and carries out all the Technical Advisory activities necessary 
for the project at every stage of its development. Eos is able to evaluate a property/project/
Real Estate area in virtue of its intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics, its conformity to city 
planning and the cadaster conformity, the market and the possibility of revenue.

• Technical, documentary and administrative Due Diligence for the complete identification of real estate.
• Auditing.
• Property and facility management for the maintenance of property value.
• Project Monitoring.
• Management control.

Development Management

Eos consulting carries out activities in the various technical consulting sectors, in addition 
to valorization and constant monitoring of the project, from the feasibility analysis to the 
beginning of the work, in order to ensure the correct execution with respect to the times and 
costs of expected performance. Total control and preventive knowledge of the next stages of 
project implementation enable EOS to offer a total, synergistic, and efficient service.
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• Assistance in identifying and defining the best strategies for Real Estate valuation, portfolio development 
and retraining projects.

• Preliminary Analysis and Technical-economic Feasibility studies.
• Design concept and Management of the Real Estate product definition phases and achievement of 

targets identified in the Business Plan.
• Development management of the various stages of Development/Enhancement, Monitoring and 

Reporting.
• Coordination and Management of all actors involved in various fields.

Project & Construction Management

As Project construction Manager, Eos carries out all the planning, coordination and control 
activities of a project at every stage of its development, ensuring compliance with the 
expected time, cost and expected results. Acting in the name and on behalf of the customer, 
it manages all the interfacing activities with P.A. as regards the licensing and concession 
aspects, the relations with the professionals responsible for the implementation of the 
interventions, the contractualization and the second level control of the works execution, to 
the testing and the accessibility of the works and their entry into operation.

• Project management, from the planning and management of the urban and administrative phases, to the 
management and co-ordination of professionals and subjects involved in administrative and construction 
activities until the finished work.

• Purchasing and Procurement services, carried out directly or in the name and on behalf of the property, 
through transparent and structured processes.
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• construction Management of the construction site phases, both through the Management of General 
contractor and with the management and coordination of individual suppliers in fractional procurement 
cases.

• Handling Customer Requests.

Design Services and Works Direction

Eos consulting performs 360 degree all project tracking and monitoring activities at every 
stage of its development. There is also throughout the whole phase management and 
coordination of work, from design to testing and delivery.

• urban Planning, Management of Authorization and Administrative Activities.
• Parametric estimation and analytical estimation of works.
• Design aimed at certification of energy quality and sustainability.
• Preliminary, definitive and constructive design, architectural, plant and structural design.
• Directorate of Works and Direction of shipyard.
• security coordination during design and execution.
• space planning.
• Testing and management of the activities and administrative practices aimed at the delivery of the 

buildings.
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[i servizi] Energy
EOS Consulting has been operating for almost fifteen years in the Renewable Energy and 
traditional industry. The Energy activities are aimed at testing the projects bankability and 
sustainability, both in favor of a Bank (under the funding processes), both in operation M&A, in 
relation to plants of medium and large size energy production, with particular reference to the 
plants of renewable sources such as wind, photovoltaic, hydroelectric and biomass.

Financial Services
Eos assists its customers by supporting them in the launch of new entrepreneurial initiatives 
in diversified market segments, including through the allocation of national and European 
incentives.

Project & Construction Management
Eos consulting provides Project and Asset Management services by recommending the customer, 
performing Project Management services, from the development and under construction pahases, 
as well as offering the Asset Management package for the project in operation.

Project Controller/Monitoring
validation, Monitoring and Technical control for projects under construction. Eos offers 
validation and Technical Monitoring and Monitoring services, which also covers Health 
and safety (EHs), regulatory monitoring and control. services are also offered to insurance 
companies, providing a dedicated audit audit.
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Technical Advisor 
As Technical Advisor, Eos can leverage on previous professional experience gained since the 
first projects in Project Finance in Italy. Today EOS operates in the field by providing technical 
consulting services for wind financing operations and M&A of wind, photovoltaic, hydroelectric, 
biomass and waste disposal/treatment plants. In all cases, the Technical Due Diligence activity 
aims to verify reliability and feasibility of the initiative technical profiles. In particular, EOS develops 
the state of the art of the project – whether it is under construction or already completed and in 
operation – in order to identify any possible criticalities that may have an impact on investment 
time and cost, supporting the customer in the overall assessment of the initiative. The Technical 
Due Diligence Report is developed by desk analysis as well as through onsite surveys .

Owner’s Engineer 
Eos consulting provides owner’s Engineering services to the client, carrying out Project 
Management activities for projects to be built, from the development phase to the testing for 
commissioning, and by offering the asset management package for operating systems.

Plant	Verifications
Eos, with its team of specialized technicians, is able to offer those who want to invest in the 
photovoltaic sector, plant audit campaigns designed to identify any malfunctioning that will 
undermine the full operation of the plant. The tests carried out by Eos, both on the generator as 
on the conversion groups, allow to narrow the gap and to outline an intervention plan to restore 
the optimal plant functionality.
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GALLERY
Main clients | sponsors | Real Estate & Infra | Energy

In about one year and half, Eos acted as Technical Advisor in about 20 Projects In Italy concerning Energy 
and Infrastructure and Real Estate (acquisitions, joint venture, refinancing, etc.)
In the first case - Energy Sector - EOS acted in the first three most important operations: EF Solar, Sonnedix - 
MITsu and Tages - Rovigo (70 MWp sized – the largest Pv park at that date).
In the second case - Infra & RE Sector, in the first two: City Life and EuroParco
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AAREAL Bank, Bayern LB, Banca IMI, Banca Intesa san Paolo, Banca Pop Bari, BBvA, BNL, BNP Paribas, BpER, 
BPM, cDP, crédit Agricole, creval, Dexia, GE, Hypothekenbank Frankfurt, IccREA, ING Bank, La caixa, LBBW, 
Mediocredito Italiano, MPs capital services, Natixis, NoRD/LB, sAcE, santander Group, société Générale, 
sparkasse, sumitomo – sMBc, uBI Banca, uGF Merchant, unicredit.

Main clients

sponsors
9Ren Asset, A+f Green, Abacus Fund, Abantia, Accademia sgr, AcEA, Actelios - Falck, Adenium capital, AEs 
solar, AF Green, Aleph capital, Aleph sgr, Amplio, Antin solar, Ardian, AsI, Astaldi, Austro Investments, Beghelli, 
Bester Generacion, BFuTuRA, BioGreen Energy, BNP Paribas sgr, Building Energy, Byom, calypso Engineering, 
capital stage, castello sgr, ccc, china sunenergy, cIc, city Life, cogip, coni servizi, contour Global, convert 
Italia, cPL concordia, cubico, Daunia Wind Group, DG Group, Dufenergy, Ecosuntek, EDF En Italia, EDF Électricité 
Francia, Eds Infrastrutture, EF solare Italia, EGL Italia, EGP-Enel Green Power, Electrawinds, Elettrostudio 
Energia, Energetica (Cementir), Energia  Natura, Enerqos, Enerventi, Enfinity, Ergycapital, Ericsson, Eskosol, 
ET solution, Europe solar utility, European Energy, F2i, FERA, First Reserve corp., First solar, Fondamenta sgr, 
Foresight Group, Forvei, Fotowatio, FRI-EL Green Power, Gascom Renew, GDF suez, Gestamp Ren, Gruppo 
BKW Energie, Gruppo Zonin, GWM, Hanergy, Helexia, Inergia, Infrastrutture, Isolux corsan, Juwi, Leitwind AG, 
Martifer solar, Next Energy, Novenergia, obton, octopus, oPDE, origis Nv, Parcheggi Italia, Pessina costruzioni, 
Piacentini costruzioni, PLT, Profond, Prothea, Quercus, Ramboll, RFI, Risen, RWE Innology GmbH, samsung, 
savills sgr, serenissima sgr, sIEMENs, sMM, solar ventures, solar-Investment G., sonnedix, sorgente Group 
sgr, sun city Italia, sunEdison, Tages capital, Talesun solar solution, Tecnis, Telmo, Termomeccaninca Wind, 
Tozzi Green, Tozzi TRE, Trina solar, vegatec, vEI capital, Whysol Investment, WPD Italia. 
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GALLERY
Real Estate & Infra

> 20 years
in business

4 locations 10 countries 
involved

> 60 professionals
involved

> 5 bns
Asset under supervision

valuation and coordination



The new Europarco Business Park is part of an important 
process of change for the city of Rome. The intervention 
involves the construction of mixed use buildings, with a total 
size of nearly 780,000 cubic meters. The project’s importance 
is highlighted by the typology of construction and size of the 
planned buildings, but also by the tenants, among which are 
the public entities of the Ministero della salute, la Provincia di 
Roma and l’ATAc, and the private businesses cofely, Procter & 
Gamble, ENI and Wind.

Client > BNP REIMs sGR

Location > Rome - Italy

Activity performed > PCM

# Technical Advisor_ Due Diligence of the project in its initial 
phases of the project of the new buildings under construction 
Eni and Wind.

# Project Controller_ Project Monitoring activities (until June 
2016) for ENI buildings and Wind, and verification of the progress 
of the work and control of payments to subcontractors.

# Project Manager_ of the whole Project from June 2016.

Real Estate & Infra
Europarco 
Business Park 

 “in progress”
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The initiative concerned the requalification - of a highly-
qualitative and architectural level - of the Milan Fair zone. It 
involved some internationally famous architects, such as Zaha 
Hadid, Daniel Libeskind and Arata Isozaki.

The Gross Floor Area is equivalent to about 290,000 square 
meters, allowing for the construction of around 1,500 
apartments, offices for more than 13,000 employees and over 
100 stores.

This operation was also of a considerable economic significance, 
with an overall cost of more than two billion euros.

Client > Pool of financier Banks

Location > Milan - Italy 

Activity performed > PCM

# Technical Advisor_ The activity included the initial Due 
Diligence 

# Project Controller_ Project Monitoring, beginning in 2010, 
of the whole Project.  supervision of the works in progress, 
authorizations and contracts. It also included the economic 
supervision of all of the Project’s costs.

Real Estate & Infra
City life
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The work was the subject of a contract held by RFI after a 
specific program agreement with the Municipality of Rome. 
It concerned the requalification of the Internal Ring Road’s 
connectivity, which included the A24 graft to the south and 
the Batteria Nomentana in the north. It also concerned the 
implementation of the grafts with the preexisting road network, 
the junction for the future s.D.o. and a new junction with via dei 
Monti Tiburtini – Ponte Lanciani, with the complete burial and 
the relative construction of a tunnel for the newly-constructed 
stretch. The construction was characterized by a great level of 
difficulty due to the numerous interferences, such as the laying 
of the pipelines for the Aqua Marcia aqueduct and the very 
nature of the raised and buried works. During the construction, 
avant-garde technologies were used to construct underpasses 
for the railways.
Client > consorzio T.c.I. per conto di RFI - salcef spa
Location > Rome - Italy
Activity performed > PCM 
Eos supported the project management at the construction 
Supervision office and provided Safety coordination during the 
execution phase of the New Internal Ring Road’s completion. 
The New Internal Ring Road bypasses the current route of the 
Eastern Tangential. Eos also provided assistance during the 
adjustment of the PRG rail. This adjustment belonged to the 
renovation of the station’s structure, preparing it for the High-
speed rail.

Real Estate & Infra
New Tiburtina 
Station
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B Futura is the project through which the Lega Nazionale 
Professionisti Serie B provides the affiliated companies with the 
necessary instruments for the construction and modernization 
of the stadiums and sports centers. The creation of a dedicated 
platform to the infrastructural development was born from 
the need for sustainable stadiums that can accommodate 
10,000-20,000 spectators, with a cost of 1,000 to 2,000 euros 
per seat. This process use a systematic approach that calls 
for a certain administrative iter, ad hoc services that improve 
the center in terms of functionality, security, connectivity, 
accessibility, environmental impact and interaction between 
fans, and seeking an efficient mix among the different available 
forms of financing and credit facilities. Currently, those who 
have subscribed to the services offered by B Futura are cagliari 
calcio (the Feasibility Plan and the concept for its stadium have 
already been created), Pescara calcio, u.s. Avellino and A.s. 
varese.

Client > B FuTuRA

Location > cagliari, Pescara - Italy

Activity performed > Technical assistance to B Futura for all of 
the programming phases of the new soccer stadiums, focusing 
particularly on the regulatory and environmental limitations, 
supporting to the design and legal teams.

Real Estate & Infra

B FUTURA
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The Juventus calcio association, through the establishment 
of a real estate fund managed by Accademia sgr spa, has 
undertaken the project that «represents the logic evolution» of 
the Juventus stadium. This project called for the development 
of six establishments: the JTC (Juventus Training Center), the 
first team’s new training center where the Media Center will 
also have its headquarters; the new Juventus headquarters; 
the J Hotel; the ISE International School and the Concept Store. 
The establishment is completed by an Energy center and with 
the urbanization works that will serve the area. It is a strongly 
innovative center dedicated to the team, to the children and to 
the families, containing an entertainment area linked to new 
technologies, a restaurant area and a retail area (9,000 square 
meters), predicting up to 750,000 visitors annually.

Client > Accademia sGR for Fondo J village

Location > Torino - Italy

Activity Performed > High surveillance, Project Monitoring 
and Technical Monitoring of the Worksite for the real estate 
management company Accademia SGR and for the financier 
Banks.

Real Estate & Infra

J Village
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Innovation campus Milan, designed by the spanish architects 
Ricardo Flores and Eva Prats, was born from the idea to create 
a highly-efficient office building complex that would host 
companies whose “musts” are innovation, technology and a 
new and different way-of-work concept. Microsoft made the 
Innovation Campus its principal headquarters.

The complex consists of four principal bodies: three buildings 
(A and B are already constructed, while the c building is in 
progress) and the auditorium. A central hub connects them to 
one another. The campus is developed on an area of 100,000 
square meters, of which 50,000 square meters are for office use, 
subdivided on 3 floors above ground, 70,000 square meters of 
green space and nearly 1,700 parking spots that are completely 
covered. Inside the Campus, besides offices and laboratories, 
there are restaurants, bars, conference rooms and auditoriums, 
fitness and jogging trails, fitness centers and spas, sports 
fields, recreational areas, mini markets, a nursery school and 
kindergarten, all perfectly arranged.

Client > Accademia sGR

Location > Milano - Italy

Activity Performed > High surveillance, Project Monitoring and 
Technical Advisory for the management company Immobiliare 
Accademia.

Real Estate & Infra

Innovation Campus
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The project consists of the new touristic infrastructure for 
pleasure boats, the “Marina sveva,” located in Montenegro 
di Bisaccia (cB). It covers a ground surface area of 94,000 
square meters and a water basin of nearly 60,000 square 
meters, whose depths vary from two to four meters. The 
port’s size accommodates 446 boats, of different lengths 
from six to thirty meters. The new construction comprises 
offices for the Delegazione della Capitaneria, Customs offices 
and offices for the Guardia di Finanza, a clubs site, offices 
for the management of the touristic port, various stores 
and buildings for commercial activities, hygienic services, 
public dry cleaners, Emergency Room centers, mechanical 
assistance offices, filling stations and residences for the 
workers and surveillance personnel. There is also a spacious 
car parking lot (nearly 400 parking spots) for the exclusive use 
of the boaters

Client > società Marittima Molisana spa

Location > Montenero, campo Basso - Italy

Activity Performed > Project Monitoring of the whole Project, 
including the initial Due Diligence, with particular attention 
paid to authorization aspects, contracts and commercial 
aspects, as well as the supervision of the works in progress.

Real Estate & Infra

The new Port 
of Marina di Montenero
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The project concerns the revamping and the improvement of 
the hospital “ca’ Granda Niguarda”, in Milan. such structure 
has been realized in the thirties as a subsidiary of the General 
Hospital of Milan. The buildings of the complex are located 
around a central yard and are connected among themselves 
through a porch at the ground level. The buildings are 
enclosed in a green area that is part of the project. During the 
sixties and the seventies, some buildings have been added to 
the original complex, paying attention to respect the original 
geometry and layout. Thus, the revamped project can be 
considered as the result of new building and of requalification 
of existing buildings realized in different ages and through 
different technologies.

Client > Ministero della salute - Regione Lombardia

Location > Milano - Italy

Activity Performed > Due Diligence and Project Monitoring 
related to the restructuring and expansion of the cA Granda 
Niguarda Hospital in Milan; Financial Closing.

Real Estate & Infra

Ospedale
Niguarda Ca’ Granda
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slamp spa is an Italian and international excellence in lighting 
engineering. slamp is planning to produce - in the Municipality 
of Rome in the castel Romano area - a production, exhibition 
and commercial center for the design and sale of furnishing 
accessories, in particular lighting engineering. In opposition 
with the trend to move its production activities abroad, slamp 
aims to concentrate on design and realization of its high-quality 
objects where there is high skill and professionalism, creating a 
reference and attraction pole, a hub of ideas to share with other 
Italian furnishing companies.

Client > slamp spa

Location > Rome - Italy

Activity performed > PCM

Development, project and construction management of the 
production center and the furnishing center showroom.

# Development Management activities_project design from 
a technical and financial point of view; valuing and future 
development of the project;

# Project management_coordinating activities of designers 
and urban planning activities; selection and appointment of 
counterparties; project monitoring.

# Construction Management_oordination activities and project 
implementation

Real Estate & Infra

Slamp
The leading light
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project sponsor
Multifunctional building - Lecce Edificio polifunzionale di Lecce Srl

New Marescialli e Brigadieri school of 
carabinieri - Firenze castello AsTALDI s.p.A.

 Cinema-theater with equipped parking 
spaces, located in the town of chiari (Bs) ELEcA chiari s.r.l.

school campus of crema (cR) Fondazione cHARIs

project sponsor
 International Touristic Port “Marinara” -  

Marina di Ravenna seaser spA

New Port of Marina di Ragusa TEcNIs s.p.A.

International Touristic Port
Marina di vigliena (Na) Porto Fiorito spA

sud Europa Interport - Marcianise (caserta) Interporto sud Europa srl

Marina di Montenero Port (cB), called 
“Marina sveva” s.M.M. s.r.l.

New Touristic Port of Fiumicino
Isola sacra Acqua Pia Antica Marcia S.p.A.

Real Estate initiative “Porto Piccolo” - 
sistiana (Ts) ZH General construction company sPA

New Formia Touristic port Marina di cicerone s.p.A.

Porto Tourism - Giardini di Naxos (ME) TEcNIs s.p.A.project sponsor
urban wastes and non-hazardous wastes, 

located in Legioli in the municipality of 
Peccioli

BELvEDERE s.p.A.

Waste treatment plant for separate waste 
collection at Gello di Pontedera (PI) Geofor s.p.A.

Dump Expansion and TMB - 
 città di castello (PG) sogepu s.p.A.

Dump in Barricalla di collegno (To) Barricalla s.p.A. - Banca Iccrea

sector > Real Estate & Infra
 > Arts and Culture / Educational

sector > Real Estate & Infra
 > Ports and Marine

sector > Real Estate & Infra
 > Landfills	and	waste	treatment	system
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project sponsor
Lagonegro Hospital olicar s.p.A.

Pioltello e Limito cemeteries D.M.N. service s.r.l.

RsA in the Galzignano area (PD) Residenza Parco colli s.c.p.A.

Istituto Buon Riposo (To) Torino sociale cooperativa

project sponsor
DIBIT II  of the san Raffaele Hospital - Milan Dec spA

New Hospital of Mestre veneta sanitaria Finanza di Progetto s.c.p.A.

New Hospital of Naples oriental Area 
(ospedale del Mare) - Ponticelli Partenopea Finanza di Progetto

Hospital cA Granda Niguarda di Milano, 
restructuring and enlargement

cMB-società cooperativa Muratori e 
Braccianti di carpi spA

New Hospital Leonardo Bianchi” of Naples  - 
Redevelopment, renovation and expansion 

of buildings in the area of the former 
psychiatric hospital

Società Italiana per le Condotte d’Acqua S.p.A.

Realization of the building and accessories 
at the National center for oncologic 

Andropharmacology of the san Matteo 
Polyclinic of Pavia

Assicurazioni Generali spA

Hospital of vimercate vimercate salute s.p.A.

 s.Anna Hospital - como consorzio stabile Pirelli RE servizi 

cemetery of Fiumicino società cooperativa Muratori Riuniti s.c.a.r.l. - 
santa Ninfa s.r.l.

New Hospital of Alba Bra -verduno (cuneo) M.G.R. verduno 2005 spA

Integrated socio-sanitary residence in the 
municipality of Novara - RsA “I Tigli” I TIGLI sRL

Debt consolidation of the “Angelini Group” NovAFIN s.p.A.

sector > Real Estate & Infra
 > Health and OSR Construction

project sponsor
Double drift of the Fiumetorto-ogliastrillo 

railway of the Palermo-Messina line cefalù 20 s.c.a.r.l.

sale of credits relating to 5 contracts 
signed between Astaldi (cedente) and RFI, 

ANAs and Italferr
AsTALDI s.p.A.

 Implementation of the Hs railway passage 
in Florence, the new Hs station and the 

related infrastructural works
coopsette soc. coop.

Implementation of the infrastructural works 
in the Rome Tiburtina area. INTAMus LTD - sALcEF sPA*

sector > Real Estate & Infra
 > Railways and Stations

* see more in GALLERY
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project sponsor
undergound Parking in Riccione - P.le 

Azzarita. Paolo Beltrami s.p.A.

underground Parking in Bergamo called 
“centro città Alta” Parcheggi Italia s.p.A.

underground Parking in Padova (Prato della 
valle) Parcheggi Italia s.p.A.

underground Parking in Turin (via Galileo 
Ferraris) Parcheggi Italia s.p.A.

 Parking of the Lanciano Hospital (cH). Lanciano Park s.p.A.

 underground Parking at service at the 
Avellino Hospital

Avellino Parking e servizi s.p.A. (gruppo 
Pessina)

Parkink at the san Raffaele Hospital Gestipark s.r.l. (gruppo Dec spA)

project sponsor
Parking of Policlinico Gemelli - Rome Gestipark s.r.l. (gruppo Dec spA)

Piazza cesare Battisti Parking - - Bari Gestipark s.r.l. (gruppo Dec spA)

Piazza cavour Parking - Bari Gestipark s.r.l. (gruppo Dec spA)

san Maurizio Hospital Parking - Bolzano Hospital Parking s.p.A. (c c c)

Parking of Piazza Giulio cesare - Bari Gestipark s.r.l. (gruppo Dec spA)

Parking of Piazza verga and viale Africa - 
catania uniter s.c.a.r.l.

underground parking in the city of Bari 
(Piazza Giulio cesare, cesare Battisti, corso 

cavour)
Assicurazioni Generali spA

san Raffaele Hospital Parkings - Milan Gestipark s.r.l. (gruppo Dec spA)

underground parking and car parks, to be 
realized in Palermo, Piazza v.E. orlando

GEcoPRE - Generale costruzioni e 
Prefabbricazione s.p.A.

Parking Raffaello sanzio - catania Final spA

Parkings at service of the New Bergamo 
Hospital Bergamo Hospital Parking s.p.A.

urban Parking Plan (PuP) of Rome 
Municipality - Inprogest parkings Inprogest s.p.A. (gruppo Abbondanza)

underground Parking in the Municipality of 
verona, piazza cittadella. Astaldi s.p.A.

Parking at service of seriate Hospital (BG) Bergamo Hospital Parking s.p.A.

sector > Real Estate & Infra
 > Parking
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project sponsor
 s.s. 106 Jonica DG21-DG22 AsTALDI s.p.A.

 salerno - Reggio calabria Highway 
(v° Maxi Lotto)

Depfa Bank - ATI Imprese “Impregilo” s.p.A. e 
“Società Italiana per le Condotte d’Acqua” S.p.A. 

salerno - Reggio calabria Highway 
(vI° Maxi Lotto) 

Depfa Bank - ATI Imprese “Impregilo” s.p.A. e 
“Società Italiana per le Condotte d’Acqua” S.p.A. 

 salerno - Reggio calabria Highway 
(I° Maxi Lotto) Dexia-crediop - c.M.c.

Mestre Passage Passante di Mestre s.c.p.a.

Intermodal Polo at Ghedi (Bs) G.E.I.-Ghedi Edilizia Industriale srl

Road connection Prato-Lastra - signa sIT-società Infrastrutture Toscane spA

Padova East road link - link between corso 
Argentina and s.s. 307 Assicurazioni Generali spA

project sponsor
 “Siciliacque” project Siciliacque SpA

project sponsor
New circolo del Tennis del Foro Italico 

(RoMA) coni servizi s.p.A.

 “J village Project” in Turin -  J village Fund AccADEMIA sGR s.p.A.

3 stadiums in cagliari, Pescara, crotone B Futura s.r.l.

sector > Real Estate & Infra
 > Roads, Highways & Galleries

sector > Real Estate & Infra
 > Sewage system

sector > Real Estate & Infra
 > Sports and Events
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project sponsor
Real estate buildings called "Ex idea 
standard" located in salerno "Fuorni" Axpo Italia s.p.a.

 “Eni Green Data center” locatet in Ferrero 
Erbognone (Pv) siemens s.p.A.

 4 assets, between Milan and Apulia savills Investment Management sGR spA

Industial Plant located in calenzano (FI) Ramboll Environ Italy s.r.l.

“EuRoPARco” BNP Paribas REIM sGR p.A.*

Real estate evaluation of different property 
for logistical and tertiary use in the Milan 

Area
Prime Acquisition Corp

Wind and ENI congruity opinions BNP Paribas REIM sGR p.A.

Real estate evaluation DHL and sDA Prime Acquisition Corp

Atac ed ENI congruity opinions BNP Paribas REIM sGR p.A.

commercial Real Estate - Leonida Fund Aran  Asset Management Ltd

university property in Rome cAM s.r.l.

Industrial shed in Baranzate Radiall

project sponsor
valdossola shopping center - 

crevoladossola (verbania cusio ossolo) valdossola shopping center

"Palazzo degli Uffici"  - Taranto Banca Nazionale del Lavoro s.p.A. - Palazzo 
Uffici S.r.l. (Romagnoli S.p.A.) 

shopping center -  salerno Le cotoniere spA

shopping center - segrate The Royal Bank of scotland - I.B.P.  s.r.l. 

Investment Fund called "Gamma skye" - 
"Ex Interfan", Naples vegagest Immobiliare sGR s.p.A.

Investment Fund called “Gamma skye” -  
“Tavagnacco” Management center - udine vegagest Immobiliare sGR s.p.A.

Investment Fund called "Gamma skye" 
-"Autorimesse Roma" vegagest Immobiliare sGR s.p.A.

cityLife Project - Milan cITYLIFE s.r.l.*

Industrial Shed and Building Offices in the 
Municipality of Trezzo sull’Adda. AccADEMIA sGR s.p.A.

Eurosky Office Tower - Rome BNP Paribas REIM sGR p.A.*

11 office buildings, located in the Milan area Prime Acquisition Corp. - Ellegi S.r.l.

 Europarco - Rome BNP Paribas REIM sGR p.A.*

Industrial building - Baranzate di Bollate, 
Milano Malucemi s.r.l.

sector > Infrastructure
 >	Commercial	and	Civic	Offices

* see more in GALLERY
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project sponsor
Investment Fund called "Gentile da 

Fabriano" - "Ex villa Mayer" Initiative - 
Tradate (vA)

vegagest Immobiliare sGR s.p.A.

Investment Fund called “scrovegni” - “La 
Fornace” initiative - Tradate (vA) vegagest Immobiliare sGR s.p.A.

Gennaker Fund AccADEMIA sGR s.p.A.

“villasanta village” - villasanta (MB) GIMAL s.p.A.

 Archimede Fund AccADEMIA sGR s.p.A.

“Parco della Minerva” - Pomezia (RM). unicredit s.p.A. - Raetia sGR

 Pinnacle Investment Fund AccADEMIA sGR s.p.A.

 Antigone Fund: three sites located in 
the village of spini di Gardolo of the 

Municipality of Trento.
AccADEMIA sGR s.p.A.

Real estate buildings in Rome (via vicenza 
29) coBAT srl

Structural aggregate identified at n. 
4917083 - via s. Giusta - via cimino, in 

L’Aquila.
Gavioli Restauri s.r.l.

Residential tower “Eurosky” -  Europarco 
Project - Rome BNP Paribas REIM sGR p.A.*

Real Estate buildings in catania (via 
Domenico Tempio n. 4) IMMoBILPoWER s.R.L.

Da vinci-Business center - Rome DA vINcI s.r.l.

project sponsor
“support site u.s. Navy” constructive Program Gricignano sette srl

six real estate complexes in Milan, 
Fiorenzuola d’Arda (Pc), Piedimonte san 

Germano, Naples and Rome.
s.A.D.A. s.p.A.

Building lotto A1 - Milano società Residenza visconti s.r.l.

Real estate initiative called “Aster Fund” vegagest Immobiliare sGR s.p.A.

Real estate initiative called “spina TRE” in 
Turin Cinque Cerchi SpA

“Mediterraneo Project” Italia Turismo spA

Hotel infrastructure in Malpensa Airport DEc s.p.A.

san Paolo district - Bari (“Area Bersaglio”) DEc s.p.A.

Buildings in  cinisello Balsamo (MI) Immobiliare cARAFA s.r.l. (sGA)

 carafa real estate - caserta Area Immobiliare cARAFA s.r.l. (sGA)

Electrical system of the property located in 
caserta, via Arena - Management center Immobiliare cARAFA s.r.l. (sGA)

calatrava and Gentile da Fabriano real 
estate Funds vegagest Immobiliare sGR s.p.A.

Investment Fund called "Aster" - "Milano 
santa Monica" Initiative - segrate (MI) vegagest Immobiliare sGR s.p.A.

Investment Fund called "calatrava" - 
"Miluce" initiative- Milan vegagest Immobiliare sGR s.p.A.

sector > Infrastructure
 > Residential and Hotels

* see more in GALLERY
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INFO AND CONTACT
www.eosconsulting.com 
 info@eosconsulting.com     

RoME  |  v.le dell’Aeronautica, 61 - 00144 Italy  |  P. +39 06 2326 01 81
RoME  |  v.le Torre Maura, 81 - 00169 Italy  |  P. +39 06 2326 01 81
MILAN  |  via Giorgio Giulini, 2 - 20123 Italy  |  P. +39 02 0061 99 00
                

LoNDoN  |  Meridien House  |  42 upper Berkeley street W1H 5QJ Marylebone uK  |  P. +44 2037526519
sKoPJE  |  Bulevar Partizanski odredi 15a  |  1-5 - Republika Makedonija  | P . +38 923116161
DuBAI  |  Aspin commercial, sheikh Zayed Road uAE

RIYADH  |  Sakaha Street, Building number 13449, Office number 126, 13315 KSA


